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Drones in the Vineyard
The old saying, “If man was born to fly, he would have been born with wings” didn’t stop the
Wright Brothers or many others throughout the years from dreaming and attempting to break the truth
of that old saying. They never dreamed of airplanes the size of buildings, or even airplanes without a
human being even having to be in it, manipulating it from the sidelines. For years, many attempted to
master the art of how birds are able to fly from experiments using flapping wings, to others trying to
create machines that incorporated the lift and propulsion from lightweight self propelling engines. So
after years of experimentation, modifications, growth, and ideas expanding the uses of human flown
airplanes, drones (or Unmanned Aircraft System aka UAS) came into creation. There is conflict of when
drones “truly” were created, as there are stories of the French and Austrians using a balloon dropping
bombs during different battles. The French have also been speculated to also have used a kite carrying a
camera during different battles to try to take pictures of the enemy forces. Drones are defined as an
uncrewed aircraft or ship guided by a remote control or onboard computers. This gives the pilot the
ability to stay put on the ground while the machine flies over an area as directed by the pilot. Today’s
drones have the ability to document many details not only in pictures, but also by using lidar, thermal
cameras, and by also taking videos.
Drones have been utilized in many different industries- wildlife conservation practices,
agriculture, aerial photography, emergency management, and even in the military. The military uses
them on a regular basis to monitor troop movement, fly areas that could provide valuable intel, or
monitor hot zone areas. In wildlife conservation practices, they use them to monitor the movement of
herds, introduction of new species into a new location, or monitoring areas after being devastated after
natural events such as a wildfire. Many hobbyists, realtors, urban planners, and even commercial
businesses use drones for aerial photography to take videos of property or to monitor growth of an
urbanized area to see how the city is growing or what areas would need improvement. Emergency
responders can utilize drones during natural events such as destroyed areas due to hurricanes, to scout
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out areas of wildfire flare ups, flood events, or even manmade events such as a search mission for a car
that went missing in a lake or river. Utilizing the drone not only saves time and money, but also is used
to save lives or even prevent lives from being put into harm’s way.
In agriculture, drones have been used to monitor crops, insect management, spray program
management, harvest timeline, and other key factors during the farming cycle. Vineyards are becoming
more and more popular, and drones have entered into the realm of winemaking and are making an
impact for the better there as well. Many commercial vineyards have started hiring on different
companies to provide drone footage of their vineyards at key points of time, or even budgeting and
hiring on a staff member that is able to fly drones on a daily basis. During the lifecycle of a vineyard,
drones can be utilized to help monitor the progress of crops from bud break, flowering, setting fruit,
veraison, to harvest.
Drones being used in vineyards vary area to area as their level of involvement, as a vineyard that
is 100 acres compared to 1,000 acres may require more help than just one drone and its capabilities.
While ground based inspections are still slower and preferred by many Vintners, many are starting to
incorporate the drone into their realm of winemaking to help ease the burden of some processes. The
value of having a drone on premises allows the Vintner to cover more area in a short amount of time,
and allows them to create normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) maps and elevation mapping.
It allows the Vintner to view the entire vineyard in the matter of minutes, versus only viewing small
portions on a day to day basis to check to see how vines are doing.
By having a drone on hand, Vintners can see vines that have more or less plant photosynthetic
activity, and implement needed measures to get that vine back into good health and growing properly.
By flying on a daily basis, the Vintner can gather information and map out areas that indicate real
problems and if they are spreading to other parts of the vineyard. These maps are allowing viticulture
specialists to identify issues in a faster manner, but new technology on the drones that allow active
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insights from hyperspectral sensors will completely upgrade this method even more. By using
hyperspectral sensors that drones will be equipped with and carry, Vintners will be able to diagnose
specific problems and take immediate action as soon as a problem is noticed. When scouting an area,
the drone is using sensors to scan for uniformity across the crop canopy. By using the hyperspectral
sensors on a drone, they can determine schedules to implement exact time frame of spraying certain
insecticides or fungicides to the affected vines. They can also equip special drones to carry and apply the
spray to the infected areas as well. This practice with the drone helps if a vineyard only has a part time
agronomist or is short staffed, it can help them focus on the trouble areas vs blinding navigating around
the vineyard in areas that don’t need assistance.
Once they have located an area of concern, they can then also create a map of the area, and
save it to reference that same exact location again to view how treatment is affecting the vines in the
same exact flight path to view vines from the same angles. Thermal imaging output can show healthy
canopies in cooler colors, and stressed canopy covers in warmer colors. The areas in the warmer colors
can depict canopies under lots of stress and experiencing water loss. Drones having cameras also
provide more detail by taking pictures so the Vintner can physically see what is happening to the vines,
instead of following up on written reports and trying to find the exact location as the author had wrote
about. They can also use the camera function on the drone to take pictures to monitor vineyard floor
heath, vine size, vine health, vine production, and many other things. By mapping out elevations, the
Vintner can view the slope of the vineyard and how different vines are growing in different elevations.
They can use the data collected from the drone flight, to create a 3-D model of the vineyard and view it
from all angles compared to the surrounding lay of the land. These 3-D models can be used to interpret
how irrigation systems are being implemented in higher areas where water runs off, compared to lower
areas or valleys where water tends to collect. Vineyards that are oriented on flatter ground instead of
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slopes also have to be cautious on how much sunlight is getting to all the vines, so they can fly the
drones on multiple time frames to view how the sun is reaching the vines.
Drones can be used to help during moments of crisis in the vineyard. Wildfires, frost,
thunderstorms, tornados, and droughts can take a crop and destroy it in the matter of moments. When
Wildfires are near, everyone is required to evacuate an area and hope that their property is not
damaged or destroyed in the event. A drone can be sent up and flown in a quick hurry after a wildfire, to
view damage caused due to intense heat, possible hot spots that could flare up if there had been a fire,
or smoke damage caused without sending anyone out into the vineyard itself. Instead the pilot can be
on the edge in a safe zone (as long as they can keep visual line of sight with their drone). Storms or
tornados can also wreak havoc on a vineyard, by drowning vines with too much moisture, high winds
ripping vines from trellises, or by dropping large hailstones on the vine damaging leaves. Drones can be
used to fly, map out the damage, and record which portions of the vineyard were affected the hardest.
Drones have a made a lasting impact to society across a spectrum of different fields. They have
not only made it easier for mankind to perform job duties, but also help cut cost and time to help make
job performance increase. Vineyards have implemented drones and they are slowly becoming part of
the daily routine to help them have a better crop turnout. Without the dreamers of the past wondering
how they could put wings on man to fly, society and technology would not be where it is today and
benefiting from the use of unmanned aircraft systems.
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